Part B : Composition (Marks-40)
12. Suppose, you are Emon. You have obtained Masters Degree in
computer science and looking for a job. A renowned company for
a programmer. Now, write a CV with a cover letter for the post of
a computer programmer
8
13. Write an application to the Headmaster of your school for
opening a ‘Literary Club’ on your school campus.

10

14. Write a paragraph on ‘The Benefits of Early Rising’

10

15. Write a composition on ‘The Uses of Computer in Everyday
Life’.

12
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1. Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. You may need to
change the forms of some of the words. You may need to use one
word more than once.
0.5×10=5
challenge
access
improvement as
an
sustain
annual
component
with
for
International Literacy Day, celebrated (a)____ on 8 September, is an
opportunity (b)____ Governments, civil society and stakeholders to
highlight (c)____ in world literacy rates and reflect on the world’s
remaining literacy (d)____. The issue of literacy is a key (e)____ of
the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. (f)____ Development
Goals adopted by world leaders in September 2015. promotes, (g) ___
part of its agenda, universal (h)___ to quality education and learning
opportunity to express solidarity (j)____ the celebration of the 2019
International Year of Indigenous Languages and the 25th anniversary
of the world Conference on special Needs Education.
2. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
0.5×10=5
Friendship is a desirable feeling to everybody. A true friend is an
(a)____. He stands by his friend (b)____ the time of danger. He is not
a (c)_____ person. He (d)____ wishes for the welfare (e)____ his own
interest. But it is a matter of (f)____ regret that a true friend is very
(g)____ today. A selfish man cannot be (h)___ good friend. He
(i)____ thinks of his (j)_____ interest.
3. Make five sentences using parts of sentences from each column of
the table below.
1×5=5
Its deeply rooted developed had great influence on its culture
heritage
and history
The three
have
thoroughly reflected in its
primary religions
architecture and literature
Bangladesh
is
a rich fictional legacy
The people of
has
considerably during the medieval
Bangladesh
period
Bangla literature
a rich, diverse culture

4. Complete the following text with the right forms of the verbs given
in the box below.
0.5×10=5
take
grow
learn
get
influence
form
mould
teach
shape
exercise
A mother (a)____ an undeniable influence in the (b)____ of children’s
character and in (c)____ their future destiny. The things that they learn
at home (d)____ a firm root in them. And it goes without saying that
this learning they (e)____ mostly from their mother as they live under
her direct supervision and constant care. This is why a child (f)____
the language first from its mother. The culture of the family also
(g)___ children’s habits and manners. Mothers should (h)____ their
children how to (i)____ the habit of manners to (j)____ up in gentle
environment.
5. Change the following text into indirect speech
5
“My lord! Let us make a treaty. We are certainly going to be killed.
The Muslim army is stronger than we thought,” said the General. “No.
My grandfather won it and I will protect it at any cost. Assemble the
army,” said the king. “So be it,” said the general.
6. Change the sentence according to the directions.
1×10=10
a) Sir Philip Sidney was one of the most kind-hearted gallants in the
history of England. (Comparative)
b) He was a time, a warrior, a glob trotter, a scholar, a singer and poet.
(Negative)
c) Once Sir Philip being severely wounded in the battle of Zutphen,
was on the verge of death. (Complex)
d) His trained horse somehow managed to carry him in his tent.
(Interrogative)
e) The great worrior suffered from a very unbearable death pain.
(Exclamatory)
f) Since Sir Philip bled a lot of blood, he felt very thirsty (Simple)
g) Hearing his cry for water. his soldiers brought him some water with
much difficultly (Compound)
h) No sooner had Sir Philip intended to drink that water, he noticed
another wounded soldier. (Affirmative)
i) The Soldier cast a desirous look at the mug. (Passive)
j) Giving the mug to the soldier Sir Philip, “Your need is greater than
mine.” (Indirect Speech)

7. Complete the sentences.
1×5=5
a) It is Gulliver who____.
b) He lay down on the grass_____.
c) ____ , it was daylight.
d) He attempted to rise______.
e) He was fastened to the ground lest_____.
8. Complete the text adding, suffixes, prefixes or the both with the
root words given in the parenthesis.
0.5×10=5
(a)___ (Tolerance) is supposed to be a frantic (b)___ (behave). It
causes (c)____ (segregate) among human beings. The practice of
(d)____ (bear) tolerance needs to start from the very beginning of life.
Parents and teachers ought to sow the seeds of tolerance in the tender
hearts of (e)____ (learn). The (f)____ (family) role is not (g)____
(neglect) institutions. Our (i)____ (new) introduced curricular has
given (j)_____ (prior) to this issue.
9. Make tag questions of these statements
1×5=5
a) A rolling stone gathers no moss, _____?
b) None is to none under the sun,____?
c) The coward in her surprised us, ____?
d) Everybody is liable to error, _____?
e) The jury gave different opinions,_____?
10. Complete the passage using suitable connectors.
1×5=5
A wise man is one who is able to think clearly (a)____ act in such a
way that best results follow. Knowledge is very useful, (b)___
knowledge by itself does not make a man wise. We need a special
kind of education (c)____ will train us to use our knowledge wisely.
(d)____, there has been a great increase in scientific knowledge during
the present century. (e)____ the wisdom of man has not increased at
the same rate.
11. Use capitals and punctuation marks where necessary in the
following text.
5
truthfulness refers to the state of being true and honest truth is what
you told to others which had really happened it is really so difficult to
tell the truth every time a truthful person does not only tell the truth
but he also carries truthfulness in his actions words nature etc.

